


In the following passage there are blanks each of which has been
numbered as well as filled with a word which may be inappropriate
in context of the passage or maybe not. If the word highlighted is
appropriate then choose any one option suggested given below
since you need to choose the most inappropriate word. But if the
given word is inappropriate and requires no change then mark (5)
i.e. no change required as your answer.
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Delhi’s air quality worsens(1) with unfailing regularity at this
time of the year, with large swathes of north India in the grip of a
suffocating smog, but the State governments that can make it
easier for millions to breathe do not act with any sense of
urgency. That it has turned into a public health emergency in the
capital, with the air quality index touching extremely perilous(2)
levels in some parts, necessitating the closure of primary schools,
has further lowered its standing.
Q.1
(1) deteriorates (2) aggravates (3) degrades (4) elevates (5) NCR
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Delhi’s air quality worsens(1) with unfailing regularity at this
time of the year, with large swathes of north India in the grip of a
suffocating smog, but the State governments that can make it
easier for millions to breathe do not act with any sense of
urgency. That it has turned into a public health emergency in the
capital, with the air quality index touching extremely perilous(2)
levels in some parts, necessitating the closure of primary schools,
has further lowered its standing.
Q.2
(1) Risky (2) unpredictable (3) hazardous (4) speculative(5) NCR
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It is unconscionable for governments, through indifference and
inaction, to subject citizens to such toxic air, and cause
extreme(3) suffering especially among people with respiratory
ailments and impaired lung function. The smog that envelops
the region is exacerbated by the burning of biomass in Punjab
and Haryana, and the winter atmosphere is marked by weak(4)
ventilation.
Q.3
(1) Severe (2) harsh (3) coarse (4) malleable (5) NCR
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It is unconscionable for governments, through indifference and
inaction, to subject citizens to such toxic air, and cause
extreme(3) suffering especially among people with respiratory
ailments and impaired lung function. The smog that envelops
the region is exacerbated by the burning of biomass in Punjab
and Haryana, and the winter atmosphere is marked by weak(4)
ventilation.
Q.4
(1) potent (2) anemic (3) sluggish (4) inactive (5) NCR
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An analysis of local sources by IIT-Kanpur last year pointed to
construction dust, vehicular pollution, and domestic and
industrial emissions as other major factors. Clearly, the burden
of such accepted(5) problems has outweighed the benefits
conferred by measures such as the ban on Deepawali crackers,
and in the past, the shift to compressed natural gas for
commercial vehicles and restricting(6) car use to odd and even
number plates on alternate days.
Q.5
(1) Incurable (2) lifelong (3) constant (4) chronic (5) NCR
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An analysis of local sources by IIT-Kanpur last year pointed to
construction dust, vehicular pollution, and domestic and
industrial emissions as other major factors. Clearly, the burden
of such accepted(5) problems has outweighed the benefits
conferred by measures such as the ban on Deepawali crackers,
and in the past, the shift to compressed natural gas for
commercial vehicles and restricting(6) car use to odd and even
number plates on alternate days.
Q.6
(1) permitting (2) banning (3) reducing (4) decreasing (5) NCR
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A comprehensive solution demands that the governments of
Delhi, Punjab, Haryana and Uttar Pradesh, assisted by the
Centre, address farm body(7) burning and construction dust.
The post-monsoon — as opposed to pre-monsoon — burning of
rice and wheat residue releases maximum aerosols that
contribute to the volume of PM2.5, which gets embedded(8) in
the lungs. Automation of farm operations leaves root-bound
crop waste after machine harvesting, running to millions of
tones, requiring a solution of scale.
Q.7
(1) Slag (2) silt (3) trash (4) residue (5) NCR
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A comprehensive solution demands that the governments of
Delhi, Punjab, Haryana and Uttar Pradesh, assisted by the
Centre, address farm body(7) burning and construction dust.
The post-monsoon — as opposed to pre-monsoon — burning of
rice and wheat residue releases maximum aerosols that
contribute to the volume of PM2.5, which gets embedded(8) in
the lungs. Automation of farm operations leaves root-bound
crop waste after machine harvesting, running to millions of
tones, requiring a solution of scale.
Q.8
(1) available (2) impacted (3) attached (4) fixed (5) NCR
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Sustainable residue removal cannot be achieved by the
farmers alone, and requires(9) help from the state
machinery. Here, Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal
should be commended for his initiative to discuss the
modalities of joint action with the Punjab and Haryana
governments. The national capital needs a major greening
effort. Unpaved(10) surfaces raise dust levels as in all
Indian cities, but civic agencies ignore the problem.
Q.9
(1) Needs (2) bothers (3) desires (4) craves (5) NCR
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Sustainable residue removal cannot be achieved by the
farmers alone, and requires(9) help from the state
machinery. Here, Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal
should be commended for his initiative to discuss the
modalities of joint action with the Punjab and Haryana
governments. The national capital needs a major greening
effort. Unpaved(10) surfaces raise dust levels as in all
Indian cities, but civic agencies ignore the problem.
Q.10
(1) Open (2) unsealed (3) sanitized (4) dirt (5) NCR
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